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Brief Communications

Temporal Discontiguity Is neither Necessary nor Sufficient
for Learning-Induced Effects on Adult Neurogenesis
Benedetta Leuner,1 Jaylyn Waddell,2 Elizabeth Gould,1 and Tracey J. Shors2
1

Department of Psychology, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, and 2Department of Psychology and Center for Collaborative Neuroscience,
Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

Some, but not all, types of learning and memory can influence neurogenesis in the adult hippocampus. Trace eyeblink conditioning has
been shown to enhance the survival of new neurons, whereas delay eyeblink conditioning has no such effect. The key difference between
the two training procedures is that the conditioning stimuli are separated in time during trace but not delay conditioning. These findings
raise the question of whether temporal discontiguity is necessary for enhancing the survival of new neurons. Here we used two approaches to test this hypothesis. First, we examined the influence of a delay conditioning task in which the duration of the conditioned
stimulus (CS) was increased nearly twofold, a procedure that critically engages the hippocampus. Although the CS and unconditioned
stimulus are contiguous, this very long delay conditioning procedure increased the number of new neurons that survived. Second, we
examined the influence of learning the trace conditioned response (CR) after having acquired the CR during delay conditioning, a
procedure that renders trace conditioning hippocampal-independent. In this case, trace conditioning did not enhance the survival of new
neurons. Together, these results demonstrate that associative learning increases the survival of new neurons in the adult hippocampus,
regardless of temporal contiguity.
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Introduction
The role of the hippocampus in learning and memory has long
been recognized. However, this brain region has been associated
with a range of learning tasks, such as trace classical conditioning,
contextual fear conditioning, spatial navigation learning, and delayed nonmatch to sample, which do not readily fall into a single
category. One attempt at a unifying theory suggests that the hippocampus is necessary for learning associations between stimuli
separated in time or space (Wallenstein et al., 1998; Bangasser et
al., 2006). As such, conditioning procedures that involve an interval of time, or a “trace” between the presentation of the conditioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned stimulus (US), require the hippocampus for acquisition, whereas those that
present both stimuli in an overlapping manner (“delay” conditioning) typically do not (Solomon et al., 1986; Moyer et al., 1990;
McEchron et al., 1998; Beylin et al., 2001; Bangasser et al., 2006).
Numerous studies have suggested an association between
learning and structural plasticity in the hippocampus (for review,
see Lamprecht and LeDoux, 2004; Shors, 2004). Adult neurogenesis is a fundamental form of plasticity because it leads to the
growth of new dendrites, axons, and synapses (Hastings and
Gould, 1999; van Praag et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2006). In the
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dentate gyrus of the adult rat, neurogenesis has been related to
various types of learning and memory (Kempermann et al., 2004;
Becker, 2005; Leuner et al., 2006), and learning certain tasks can
alter the number of new neurons (Gould et al., 1999; Ambrogini
et al., 2000; Dobrossy et al., 2003; Leuner et al., 2004; Hairston et
al., 2005; Olariu et al., 2005). However, not all types of learning
affect adult neurogenesis. For example, trace eyeblink conditioning enhances the survival of new neurons, whereas delay eyeblink
conditioning does not (Gould et al., 1999). These results raise the
issue of whether learning-induced effects on neurogenesis require the association of stimuli that do not occur together in time.
Two alternate versions of trace and delay eyeblink conditioning can be used to determine whether a temporal gap between
stimuli is essential for enhancing the survival of new neurons in
the hippocampus. In one version, referred to here as very long
delay, the conditioning stimuli are contiguous in time but learning the task depends on the hippocampus (Beylin et al., 2001). In
the other version, trace eyeblink conditioning is rendered hippocampal independent by first training rats with a delay arrangement (Beylin et al., 2001). Using these procedures, we found that
training on the very long delay task was as effective as the trace
task at increasing the number of new neurons. Furthermore, previous training on delay eyeblink conditioning rendered trace
conditioning ineffective at increasing the number of newly born
cells. Together, these data suggest that temporal discontiguity is
not an essential feature for enhancing adult neurogenesis.

Materials and Methods
Adult male Sprague Dawley rats (60 – 80 d of age) were individually
housed, provided with access to food and water ad libitum, and main-
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of delay, trace, and very long delay conditioning procedures.
During delay conditioning, an 850 ms CS overlapped and coterminated with a 100 ms US. During
trace conditioning, a 250 ms CS was separated from a 100 ms US by a 500 ms stimulus-free trace
interval. The ISI for both tasks was 750 ms. During very long delay conditioning, the ISI was
extended to 1400 ms such that a 1500 ms CS overlapped and coterminated with a 100 ms US.
tained on a 12 h light/dark cycle. All experiments conformed to the
National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.
Experiment 1: delay conditioning with a very long delay. Rats were injected intraperitoneally with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU; 200 mg/kg), a
marker of dividing cells. One week later, rats underwent 800 trials of
eyeblink conditioning (200 trials/d for 4 d) using a trace (n ⫽ 8), delay
(n ⫽ 7), or very long delay (n ⫽ 11) procedure (Fig. 1). An additional
group of naive rats (n ⫽ 10) was injected with BrdU but did not receive
stimulus exposure. All rats were perfused 24 h after the last block of
training trials (i.e., 13 d after BrdU injection). The timing of BrdU injection, training, and perfusion was similar to those of our previous studies,
which reported increases in numbers of BrdU-labeled cells after training
with trace eyeblink conditioning (Gould et al., 1999; Leuner et al., 2004).
Experiment 2: trace conditioning after delay conditioning. Rats were
injected intraperitoneally with BrdU (200 mg/kg) and, 4 d later, underwent 400 trials of delay eyeblink conditioning (200 trials/d for 2 d) followed by 800 trials of trace conditioning (200 trials/d for 4 d) (n ⫽ 6). An
additional group of naive rats (n ⫽ 6) was injected with BrdU but did not
receive stimulus exposure. As before, rats were perfused 24 h after the last
block of training trials (i.e., 13 d after BrdU injection). Importantly, the
trace conditioning procedure began 1 week after the BrdU injection, the
time when training with trace conditioning alone increases cell survival
(Gould et al., 1999; Leuner et al., 2004).
Classical conditioning. Rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital supplemented by isoflurane inhalant. A headstage with four electrodes was secured to the skull. Electrodes consisted of stainless steel wire
implanted subcutaneously to emerge through and around the eyelid.
Two electrodes recorded electromyograph (EMG) activity for determination of the eyeblink, and two delivered the periorbital stimulation to
elicit the eyeblink reflex.
For eyeblink conditioning, headstages were connected to a cable that
allowed free movement within the conditioning chamber. Twenty-four
hours before conditioning, rats were acclimated to the conditioning apparatus for 1 h. For experiment 1, rats underwent trace, delay, or very
long delay conditioning (Fig. 1). All conditioning procedures utilized an
83 dB burst of white noise CS and a 0.7 mA periorbital shock US. During
trace conditioning, a 250 ms CS was separated from a 100 ms US by a
500 ms stimulus-free interval. To equate the interstimulus interval (ISI)
(750 ms) between the CS and US in the delay versus trace paradigms, an
850 ms CS that overlapped and coterminated with a 100 ms US was used
during delay conditioning. Thus, this version of delay conditioning differs from the standard delay procedure, which typically incorporates a
shorter CS and ISI (Solomon and Groccia-Ellison, 1996; Gould et al.,
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1999; Ivkovich and Stanton, 2001). During very long delay conditioning,
the ISI was extended to 1400 ms such that a CS of 1500 ms overlapped
and coterminated with a 100 ms US. For experiment 2, rats were first
trained with the delay procedure (850 ms CS) for 2 d. Twenty-four hours
later, rats began trace eyeblink conditioning, as described above, with the
same ISI (750 ms) as delay conditioning. Each block of conditioning
consisted of 100 trials with every 10 trial sequence composed of one
CS-alone presentation, four paired presentations of the CS and US, one
US-alone presentation, and four paired presentations of the CS and US.
The intertrial interval was 25 ⫾ 5 s. To detect the occurrence of an
eyeblink, the maximum EMG response occurring during a 250 ms prestimulus baseline recording period was added to four times its SD. Responses that exceeded that value and were longer than 3 ms were recorded as eyeblinks. Eyeblinks were considered conditioned responses
(CRs) if they began 500 ms before US onset. Eyeblink performance was
calculated as the percentage of trials during which a CR was produced in
response to a CS.
Immunohistochemistry. Rats were deeply anesthetized with sodium
pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in
0.1 M phosphate buffer. Brains were dissected from the skulls and postfixed for at least 2 d. Coronal sections (40 m) throughout the entire
rostrocaudal extent of the dentate gyrus were cut with a vibratome from
one hemisphere into a bath of 0.1 M PBS, pH 7.5. For BrdU peroxidase
staining, a 1:12 series of sections were mounted onto glass slides, dried,
and pretreated by heating in 0.1 M citric acid, pH 6.0. Slides were then
rinsed in PBS, incubated in trypsin for 10 min, denatured in 2 M HCl:PBS
for 30 min, rinsed, and incubated with mouse antibodies to BrdU (diluted 1:250 with 0.5% Tween 20; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).
The next day, slides were rinsed, incubated with biotinylated anti-mouse
(1:200; Vector Laboratories) for 60 min, rinsed, incubated with avidin– biotin complex, rinsed, and reacted in 0.01% diaminobenzidine with 0.003%
H2O2. Slides were counterstained with cresyl violet, dehydrated, cleared, and
coverslipped under Permount (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ).
For double-labeling immunofluorescence for BrdU and the neuronal
markers class III ␤-tubulin (TuJ1) or neuronal nuclei (NeuN), freefloating sections were denatured in 2 M HCl:TBS for 30 min, rinsed in
TBS, and incubated with rat anti-BrdU (1:200 with 0.5% Tween 20;
Accurate Chemical, Westbury, NY) plus mouse anti-TuJ1 (1:500; Covance, Princeton, NJ) or mouse anti-NeuN (1:500; Chemicon, Temecula, CA) for 2 d. Then sections were rinsed, incubated with biotinylated anti-rat (1:250; Chemicon) for 90 min, rinsed, and incubated for 30
min in the dark with streptavidin-conjugated Alexa 568 (1:1000; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to visualize BrdU and with goat anti-mouse Alexa 488
(1:500; Invitrogen) to visualize TuJ1 or NeuN. Finally, sections were
rinsed, mounted onto coated slides, and coverslipped using glycerol in
TBS (3:1).
Microscopic data analysis. Quantitative analysis was conducted blind to
behavioral condition. For BrdU peroxidase, estimates of total numbers of
BrdU-labeled cells were determined using a modified stereology protocol
previously reported to successfully quantify BrdU labeling (Gould et al.,
1999). BrdU-labeled cells in the subgranular zone (SGZ) and granule cell
layer (GCL) on every 12th unilateral section throughout the entire rostrocaudal extent of the dentate gyrus were counted at 1000⫻ (100⫻
objective with a 10⫻ ocular) on an Olympus (Tokyo, Japan) BX-50 light
microscope, avoiding cells in the outermost focal plane. Counts were
multiplied by 24 to obtain estimates of BrdU-labled cells per brain. For
immunofluorescence, the percentage of BrdU-labeled cells in the SGZ
and GCL that expressed NeuN or TuJ1 was determined using a Zeiss
(Oberkochen, Germany) Axiovert confocal laser scanning microscope
(510 LSM; lasers, argon 458/488 and helium–neon 543; Zeiss). For each
brain, 25 randomly selected BrdU-labeled cells per marker were analyzed. Optical stacks of 1-m-thick sections were obtained through putatively double-labeled cells. To verify double labeling throughout their
extent, cells were examined in orthogonal planes.
Statistical analysis. For experiment 1, the percentage of CRs during the
first 100 trials in 20 trial blocks were analyzed using repeated-measures
ANOVA because it has been shown that trace, delay, and very long delay
conditioning differ with regard to their rates of acquisition during early
training (Beylin et al., 2001). The percentage of CRs over the total 800
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Figure 2. Temporal discontiguity is neither necessary nor sufficient for enhancing the survival of new neurons in the dentate
gyrus. A, Data are represented as a mean ⫾ SEM percentage of CRs with the first 100 trials divided into 20 trial blocks and the
remaining 700 trials divided into blocks of 100. During the first 100 trials, rats trained on the delay conditioning task emitted more
CRs than those trained on trace or very long delay (VLD). B, Bars represent mean ⫾ SEM number of BrdU-labeled cells in the
dentate gyrus. Both trace and VLD conditioning increased the number of BrdU-labeled cells when compared with naive rats or rats
trained on delay conditioning. C, Data are represented as a mean ⫾ SEM percentage of CRs. For both delay and trace, the first 100
trials are divided into blocks of 20 trials, and the remaining trials are divided into blocks of 100. Rats quickly acquired the CR during delay
conditioning. Although conditioned responding decreased when trace conditioning began, responding during the trace phase reached a
criterion of 60% trials with a CR. D, Bars represent mean ⫾ SEM number of BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus. The number of
BrdU-labeled cells in rats trained on trace after delay conditioning did not differ from naive controls. *p ⬍ 0.01.

( p ⬍ 0.01) or rats trained with the delay
procedure ( p ⬍ 0.01). Similarly, a greater
number of BrdU-labeled cells were observed in the very long delay group compared with naive rats ( p ⬍ 0.005) and
those that underwent delay conditioning
( p ⬍ 0.0005). The number of BrdUlabeled cells in rats that underwent trace
conditioning did not differ from the number in rats trained with very long delay
( p ⫽ 0.14). Also, the number of BrdUlabeled cells in naive rats did not differ
from the number in rats trained with the
delay procedure ( p ⫽ 0.81).
Most BrdU-labeled cells expressed the
markers of immature or mature neurons:
⬃80% expressed TuJ1, whereas ⬃70% colabeled with NeuN (Fig. 3B,C). There were no
differences in the percentage of BrdUlabeled cells that expressed either neuronal
marker among any of the training conditions ( p values ⬎0.05), suggesting that the
increase in BrdU-labeled cell number associated with trace and very long delay conditioning represents enhanced neurogenesis.
The differential effects of training condition on the number of BrdU-labeled
cells were accompanied by differences in
performance during acquisition of the CR.
During early training (first 100 trials), rats
in the delay conditioning group emitted a
greater percentage of CRs than those
trained on trace or very long delay (F(2,23) ⫽
3.8; p ⬍ 0.05) (Fig. 2 A). Analysis of eyeblink conditioning performance across the
800 conditioning trials revealed that rats in
each behavioral condition expressed more
CRs as training progressed (F(7,161) ⫽ 6.89;
p ⬍ 0.0000001). The percentage of CRs
emitted across all 800 trials did not differ
among groups exposed to the delay, trace,
and very long delay tasks (F(14,161) ⫽ 1.02;
p ⫽ 0.43).

trials in 100 trial blocks was analyzed separately using repeated-measures
ANOVA to evaluate overall performance throughout the training period.
The effects of training condition on the numbers of BrdU-labeled cells
and numbers of double-labeled cells were analyzed using one-way
ANOVA followed by Newman–Keuls post hoc analysis. For experiment 2,
separate repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to analyze the percentage of CRs during the 400 trials of delay conditioning and the 800 trials of
trace conditioning. To evaluate the effects of pretraining on the delay task
on subsequent trace conditioning, the percentage of CRs during the last
100 trials of delay conditioning and the first 20 trials of trace conditioning
were compared using ANOVA. The effect of training condition on the
number of BrdU-labeled cells was analyzed using a two-tailed t test.

Temporal discontiguity is not sufficient
for increasing neurogenesis
The number of BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus of rats
trained with trace after delay conditioning did not differ from
naive controls (t(10) ⫽ 0.15; p ⫽ 0.88) (Fig. 2 D). Rats increased
responding over training trials during both delay (F(3,15) ⫽ 6.44;
p ⬍ 0.005) and trace (F(7,35) ⫽ 7.51; p ⬍ 0.0005) conditioning
phases. Although conditioned responding decreased from the
last 100 trials of delay to the first 20 trials of trace conditioning
(F(1,5) ⫽ 34.01; p ⬍ 0.005), responding during the trace phase
reached a criterion of 60% trials with a CR (Fig. 2C).

Results

Discussion

Temporal discontiguity is not essential for
increasing neurogenesis
Training condition had a significant effect on the number of
BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus (F(3,32) ⫽ 11.3; p ⬍
0.00005) (Figs. 2 B, 3A). As shown previously, trace conditioning
increased the number of BrdU-labeled cells relative to naive rats

In the present experiments, we used two different training procedures to determine whether the effect of classical eyeblink conditioning on adult neurogenesis was limited to tasks that involve
a temporal separation between stimuli. First, we compared the
number of new cells in animals that were trained on trace conditioning with the number of cells in animals that were trained on
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Figure 3. Trace and very long delay conditioning enhance adult neurogenesis. A, More BrdU-labeled cells (arrows) were observed in the dentate gyrus after both trace and very long delay (VLD)
conditioning relative to naive rats and those that were trained on the delay task. B, C, Confocal laser-scanning images of BrdU-labeled cells (red) colabeled (arrow) with TuJ1 (B, green), a marker of
immature and mature neurons, or the mature neuronal marker NeuN (C, green). The majority of BrdU-labeled cells expressed one of the neuronal markers, and the number of colabeled cells did not
vary across groups. gcl, Granule cell layer.

two types of delay conditioning tasks, one that depends on the
hippocampus (very long delay) and one that does not (delay)
(Beylin et al., 2001). Both delay tasks, however, are characterized
by temporal contiguity. We observed increases in the number of
new neurons after training with either the trace or very long delay
procedures but not after training with the delay procedure. Second, we examined the influence of trace conditioning after training with the delay procedure, a manipulation that renders trace
conditioning hippocampal independent. In this case, trace conditioning did not enhance the survival of new neurons.
The only difference between very long delay and delay conditioning was the length of the CS, and yet one procedure increased
cell survival and the other did not. However, there were differences in the way that the animals responded during these tasks.
Animals trained with the very long delay procedure exhibited a
slower rate of acquisition during early training than did the animals trained with the delay procedure, suggesting that the task
becomes more difficult to learn as the temporal distance between
the CS and US is extended. This observation is consistent with a
previous study in which lengthening the interval between the CS
and US increased the number of trials required to acquire the
CR (Beylin et al., 2001). Given such a long ISI, it is more
difficult for the animal to predict when the US will occur.
Notably, all groups did eventually display comparable levels of
conditioning, and therefore performance at the end of training does not contribute to the group differences in cell survival. Instead, it appears that new neurons are sensitive to the
formation of the CS–US association and possibly the task demands of the initial association.
Animals with hippocampal lesions cannot acquire the CR
during trace conditioning, even if they are exposed to more than
1000 trials (Moyer et al., 1990; Beylin et al., 2001). However, if
they are first trained with delay, they can learn and express the
trace response (Beylin et al., 2001). Thus, the hippocampus is
necessary for the initial association if a trace interval is present but
becomes unnecessary if the association has already been formed
using stimuli that overlap in time. Here we show that this training
procedure does not increase the survival of new cells, even though
a trace interval is present between the CS and US. Together, these

data suggest that a factor other than temporal discontiguity determines whether or not learning increases neurogenesis. The
data to date suggest that the most effective tasks are dependent on
the hippocampus (Gould et al., 1999; Leuner et al., 2004), although it remains unclear whether the effect is limited to
hippocampus-dependent learning.
A minimum degree of learning and/or cognitive engagement
may be necessary to alter the number of new neurons in the
dentate gyrus. Animals trained with only 200 trials of trace conditioning do not as a group retain more cells than animals exposed to training with unpaired stimuli, although a significant
correlation between learning and the number of cells that survive
has been observed (Leuner et al., 2004). In the case of the delay
followed by trace paradigm, the lack of an effect on cell survival
might arise because animals first trained on delay conditioning
are better prepared to acquire the trace task and therefore do so
more readily. That is, if learning to associate the two stimuli
during delay conditioning subsequently enhances the ability to
associate the stimuli across time, the later learning experience
might be insufficient to increase cell survival. This would be a
likely explanation if learning the delay task reduced the number
of trials necessary to reach learning criterion during trace conditioning, but it did not. Instead, when switched to the trace paradigm, animals previously trained on delay showed a decrement in
responding and performed similarly to animals that were trace
conditioned for the first time. Acquisition of the CR took
several hundred trials in these animals, suggesting that learning to express the trace CR remained difficult. Nevertheless,
the animals had already learned that the CS and US were associated by the time that they underwent trace conditioning.
This is most likely why trace conditioning does not require the
hippocampus when it follows delay conditioning (Beylin et al.,
2001) and why this procedure was not sufficient to rescue new
cells from death.
Another issue to consider relates to timing of the CR. Some
have suggested that the hippocampus is involved in accurate timing of the CR, especially during eyeblink conditioning in which
the response is timed in milliseconds (Solomon et al., 1986;
Moyer et al., 1990). In a previous study, animals with hippocam-
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pal lesions could adapt the CR to a new ISI, provided that they
had been trained previously with contiguous stimuli during delay
conditioning (Beylin et al., 2001). We did not vary the ISI in the
present study, which was 750 ms for both delay and trace conditioning. Nonetheless, because the animals first trained on the
delay task did show evidence of reacquisition during subsequent
trace conditioning, it would appear that learning to time the CR is
not a critical feature for enhancing cell survival.
The learning-induced increase in adult neurogenesis is not
limited to associative eyeblink conditioning but also occurs with
training on spatial navigation tasks requiring the hippocampus
(Gould et al., 1999; Hairston et al., 2005; Epp et al., 2006). The
effect depends on how well the animals learn (Leuner et al., 2004;
Sisti and Shors, 2006) and on the maturity of cells at the time of
training (Ambrogini et al., 2000; Epp et al., 2006). However, the
biological mechanisms promoting the survival of newly generated neurons after learning are presently unknown. Because enhanced neuronal excitability accompanies both hippocampaldependent and -independent tasks (Weisz et al., 1984; Moyer et
al., 1996), some other factor must be responsible for the maintenance of new cells after hippocampal-dependent learning. For
example, manipulations of central cholinergic systems have been
shown to affect trace but not delay conditioning (Kaneko and
Thompson, 1997) and to modulate neurogenesis (Kaneko et al.,
2006), raising the possibility that these processes are related. Another putative mechanism may involve growth hormone (GH)
and its downstream effector insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I).
GH expression is increased in response to trace conditioning
(Donahue et al., 2002), and, thus, GH may serve as a neurogenic
signal during hippocampal-dependent associative learning. Indeed, GH/IGF-1 has been shown to influence neurogenesis in the
dentate gyrus by supporting cell survival (Lichtenwalner et al.,
2006).
Decreases in adult neurogenesis have been associated with
deficits in trace but not delay conditioning (Shors et al., 2001,
2002). In contrast, depletion of new neurons does not affect spatial navigation learning (Shors et al., 2001; Madsen et al., 2003;
Raber et al., 2004; Snyder et al., 2005), although there are effects
on retention (Snyder et al., 2005). There are mixed reports about
context conditioning, with some studies finding deficits and others not (Shors et al., 2002; Saxe et al., 2006; Winocur et al., 2006).
The discrepancies across studies may be explained by differences
in factors such as task difficulty, rate of acquisition during
training, strength of the memory, and the temporal parameters of the task. Thus, although the present findings have
shown that bridging a temporal gap between stimuli is neither
necessary nor sufficient for enhancing the survival of new neurons in the hippocampus, they do not exclude the possibility
that newly generated cells are somehow involved in learning to
associate events across time, especially events that are difficult
to predict.
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